


Photo 2. Administrative building of
Gengma County. Adobe walls with brick
piers. Intensity 8.

Photo 1. Yansoi Village houses, after
earthquake shaking of intensity 9.
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Photo 4. Office building, Gengma County,
intensity 8. Three-storied brick
masonry structure with monolithic
reinforced concrete floors.

Photo 3. Mengseng tea factory, after
earthquake shaking of intensity 9.
Masonry structure with hollow block walls
and cast-in-situ reinforced concrete

floors.

Building Performance which were poorly designed and
constructed with low strength
concrete and incorrect detail- l'
ing of reinforcement were ~
observed (photos 5-8).

Most village houses were
constructed with adobe-filled
wooden framing and bundled
straw roofing (photo 1). Ma~y
office buildings and warehouses
were constructed with brick

Most buildings in this area
were constructed without

pier8, adobe walls and rein-
forced concrete floors (photo
2). Brick walls laid with
lime-mud or lime-sand mortar
were badly damaged (photos 3,
4 )'. Collapse and serious
damage of 3- to 5-storied rein-
forced concrete frame buildings
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Photo 5. Administrative building. Yansoi
Village. intensity 9. Two-storied
reinforced concrete structure.

Photo 6. Yansoi Village middle school,
after earthquake shaking intensity 9.
Three-storied reinforced concrete frame
structure.

Photo 7. Yansoi Village primary school,
intensity 9. Two-storied reinforced
concrete frame structure.

Photo 8. Mengseng tea factory, after
earthquake intensity 8. Two-storied
reinforced concrete frame structure; top

-story collapsed.

.suffered no evident damage from

the earthquake's intensity 8.

The ward building of Lancang

county hospital was streng-
thened for earthquake resis-

tance just before the earth-

quake; no significant damage

can be observed after the

earthquake. In contrast, the

clinic building, a similar

masonry structure but not

strengthened, suffered heavy
damage after the earthquake.
It has had to be demolished and

rebuilt. In Yansoi, Gengma

county, a masonry residential

consideration of earthquake

resistance. However, several

(~ \buildings exhibiting adequate
:cJseismic behavior were designed

or strengthened for earthquake

resistance, for example the

Gengma cinema building, de-

signed for seismic intensity 8,
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building strengthened by rein-
forced concrete tied columns
and tied beams was completed
just before earthquake. It
sustained shaking of intensity
9 without any damage {photo 9).
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Photo 9. Residential
building, Yansoi Village,
after earthquake intensity
8. Two-storied brick
masonry structure, cast-in-
situ reinforced concrete
floor with tied columns and
tied beams.
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Distribution of epicenters, Lancang Gengma Earthquake.Figure 2.
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